
The Aquarian Renaissance



~ RENAISSANCE ~
rebirth, revival, renewal. 

 Renaissances appear periodically every several centuries.

 These rebirths are determined by astrological and ray cycles.

 Incarnating groups of  souls emerge from the seven ray ashrams.

 European Renaissance 15th -16th centuries – others before that.

 Many 4th ray souls incarnated - art, beauty, music, philosophy.

 Renaissance spanned the year1425, the start of  a third ray cycle.

 The next Renaissance will most likely emerge after 2025.

 Several factors will determine this Aquarian Renaissance >>



FACTORS DETERMINING AN AQUARIAN RENAISSANCE

1. The Externalisation of  the Hierarchy

 Hierarchy have not appeared since the Atlantean war nearly 4 million years ago. 

 Hierarchy were forced to withdraw from human contact at that time. 

 2025 conclave – decision about timing of  Reappearance - at latest, 2080-2100.

 Depending upon urgency of  world events - Hierarchy may decide to return much sooner.

2. Cycle of  the 4th ray

 The main ray conditioning Humanity - Harmony through Conflict.

 Harmony, Beauty and Art - coming slowly into manifestation from 2025 onward. 

 Humanity will trace source of  that mysterious revelation called beauty. 

 4th ray is the way of  the seeker, the searcher and the sensitive reflector of  beauty.  

3. Through the influence of  the 4th ray and 7th ray of  organisation.

 New forms of  art, music, education, healing and science will emerge. 

 A new world religion - synthesising all faiths. 

 Global financial system will emerge – a universal  currency. Barter and Exchange. 

 Fear of  death will be eliminated before the year 2,100 AD.

 Development of  the United Nations  - a ray 4 entity.



THE ASTROLOGY DETERMINING

A NEW AQUARIAN RENAISSANCE

 Saturn entered first decanate of  Aquarius in 2020 - on its 30 year cycle. 

 Saturn-Jupiter in Aquarius Dec.2020 – 1st of  3 conjunctions air signs next 40 years.

 “Airy Trigon”: Libra 2040, Gemini 2060. - Aquarius 2080, Libra 2100, Gemini 2120. 

 Air trigon starting in Aquarius - not since 1226-1405 AD - the “early renaissance”.

 Jupiter soul ruler Aquarius – water bearer who pours forth for those who thirst.

 Saturn is the mind, Jupiter the heart = synthesis.

 Saturn-Jupiter indicate a new Renaissance, help pave way for 2025 Conclave.

 Will usher in Aquarius – astronomically - one century (2,117 AD – 93 years).

 Will externalisation be closer to 2080 - 2100 – than 2025? Organise ashrams.

 2100 - Polaris aligns with Earth’s north celestial pole. Polaris = Star of  Direction.

 Saturn-Jupiter in Pisces at birth of  Jesus in 7 BC. In Aquarius – Christ’s return.

 “When ye are entered into the city, there shall a man meet you, bearing a pitcher of  water; follow 
him into the house.” (Matt.26.)



“Aquarius.—The expression of  this 

influence has been beautifully given to us 

in the story of  the Last Supper. 

Christ sent His disciples into the city to 

find the man "bearing a pitcher of  

water" upon his shoulder. 

This is the symbol of  the sign 

Aquarius—the sign in which the 

universality of  the water of  life will 

become a factor in human consciousness; 

then we shall indeed all sit down 

eventually to the communion of  bread 

and wine. 

He referred indirectly to the same idea 

when He spoke of  Himself  as the "water 

of  life," assuaging the thirst of  

humanity.” (EA566)



~ GREATEST EVER RENAISSANCE IN WORLD HISTORY ~

When the unfoldment of  human consciousness is considered,

the return of  Hierarchy for the first time in aeons,

this new Aquarian Renaissance

promises to be the greatest - in the long history of  our planet. 

We are poised at the dawn of  a New Era,  

yet still fighting our way through the dark night of  materialism. 

Those dark forces are currently engaged in a battle for their existence 

- in the face of  Hierarchy’s imminent decision to return, after 2025.



WHAT DOES AN AQUARIAN RENAISSANCE 
HOLD FOR HUMANITY?

~ Revolution, reformation, renewal, world service ~

An Aquarian Renaissance will emerge 
when millions have soul contact …

 The art of  music will be next approach to truth - revelation of  emerging beauty. 

 Art of  the painter and sculptor will follow later.

 New modalities of  healing - light, colour, sound, movement. Esoteric healing.

 A new world religion synthesising all faiths - inter-faith dialogue is its seed.

 Restoration of  the Mysteries - Externalisation of  the Masters’ ashrams.

 There will be a Master in each of  the five planetary centres.

 First Initiation will be given exoterically by disciples of  The Christ.

 Global financial system will emerge – a universal  currency. Barter & Exchange. 

 Fear of  death will be eliminated by 2,100 AD.

 Deva-human kingdoms much closer conscious co-operation.  

 Science, technology, nuclear fusion, magnetism, electricity,  silent transport. >>>>



>>>> continued …


WHAT DOES AN AQUARIAN RENAISSANCE 
HOLD FOR HUMANITY?

 The New Group of  World Servers and the Ten Seed Groups.

 Fourth ray soul nations will flower – Brazil, Germany, Austria.

 Establishment upon earth of  a “great station of  light”.

 New cultural groups will emerge, inspired by the Ashrams.

 New education systems. Legislation for children by 2035.

 There will be a last ditch fight against materialism. 

 Battle between strictly mental magicians and white magicians.

 Initiation of  Christ and Buddha by the end of  the Age.

 The Christ will take over the role of  the Buddha.

 Renaissance in last decanate Aquarius – 3,557 AD to 4,277 AD: 
Will usher in an Era of  Brotherly Love. 

 Science of  the Antahkarana, Science of  Social Evolution = Science of  Invocation and Evocation.



More of  these themes are in the workshop this afternoon … but a few to touch upon now …. 

MASTER SERAPIS AND MUSIC
… the true universal language … 

 Expressive of  a sensitive response to ideas – “the next approach nearer to the truth”.. 

 Master Serapis 4th ray Chohan – oversees art movements, evolution of  music, painting, drama.

 Serapis works with deva evolution to make possible revelation of  the new music-painting.

 “In the eternal music of  the spheres … perfect scale corresponding to color and number … determined by 
vibrations of  color and sound - which “underlies every form and guides every sound,” - summing-up the 
Manifested Universe.” (HPB)

 “The music of  the spheres” holds all life in being ….The soul on its tiny scale creates through power of  
sound and musical rhythm – that can be imposed upon the personality life, by the disciple.

 Groups collaborating with Hierarchy make music ceaselessly … 
…. rhythm of  sound, chords and notes blend with music of  Hierarchy, Sanat Kumara … 

 Serapis is the Egyptian Master – that civilization which produced much beauty and grandeur.

 Serapis’ suggestions led to League of  Nations (1920) that was seed for the United Nations.

 United Nations is a 4th ray organization – the ray of  Humanity. Serapis and DK.



ART

 The new art will be expressive of  a sensitive response to 
ideas.  

 Art of  the past expressed largely man's understanding of  
the beauty of  God's created world.

 Art of  today is childish attempt to express the world of  
feeling, inner moods, emotional, psychological reactions.

 They are to the world of  feeling-expression what the 
drawings of  the cave man are to the art of  da Vinci.  

 It is in the realm of  words today that this new art is most 
adequately expressing itself: Poetry, literature, drama.



CULTURAL GROUPS

 During past three centuries, group after group has appeared and played its part.

 Poets Elizabethan age, musicians Germany, Victorian era.  

 Groups of  artists formed famous schools that were the glory of  Europe.  

 Two famous groups, one cultural and the other political = Renaissance/French Revolution.  

 Modern humanistic movement - harks back to the Renaissance and the divine rights of  man.

 Revolt, formation of  political parties, class warfare - results of  group activity started by Masters. 

 Despite mistakes, Humanity has grown and learned to think – hence ultimate good is inevitable and 
unavoidable. (TWM409.)



FOURTH RAY SOUL NATIONS

Germany, Austria and Brazil are the only nations with fourth ray souls.

(India and Italy - fourth ray personalities.)

All 4th ray entities, whether soul or personality, experience much conflict.

 Germany of  mystical poets, writers of  Middle Ages - will again arise. The best music of  all time: Bach, 

Beethoven, Brahms, Wagner, Handel, Liszt, Mendlessohn, Schumann, Strauss etc. (Mozart in Austria – a 4th

ray soul, worked/travelled in Germany.)

 Germany of  philosophers: Schiller, Goethe, Marx, Heidegger, Hegel, Wittgenstein, Einstein, Schopenhauer, 

Kant, Nietzsche,  Schweitzer, Engels, Leibnitz. 

 Hence, during the fourth ray cycle in the Aquarian Age, Germany’s soul will once more flourish in the world 

of  art, music and philosophy.

 Brazil’s soul will also come into full play during the Aquarian Age – especially because the seed of  the Sixth 

Rootrace is germinating there.

 Currently Brazil is undergoing much turmoil, a signal that the fourth ray soul is starting to impact upon it.



EXTERNALISATION OF THE HIERARCHY

Restoration of  the Mysteries
Esoteric Education

 DK states that Hierarchy withdrew from human contact “millions of  years ago”.

 Externalisation of  Masters’ ashrams will make possible the Restoration of  the Mysteries.

 The New Occult Schools suggested by DK will begin in their locations around the world.

 The Mysteries restored - will pave the way for first initiation to be taken exoterically.

 Esoteric science will blend with exoteric science in these coming centuries.

 The Mysteries - Deva Kingdom invoked by Servers for conscious ongoing co-operation.

 Devas, sound and music will be used constructively and destructively.

 Mystery Schools externalised will have a strong influence on the NGWS in their outer work.

 Mystery Schools – will have a strong conditioning influence upon the 10 seed groups.



GROUP INITIATION

 During the next five hundred years the Masters will present several groups to the One Initiator – Sanat
Kumara (hence 3rd degree). 

 All who are in these groups have taken the first initiation, as have so many thousands of  people in the 
world today. 

 Many have taken the second initiation, particularly those who are working in fifth ray Ashrams and in 
third ray Ashrams, for such disciples are distinguished by a lack of  emotional emphasis.



THE NEW GROUP OF WORLD SERVERS



WORKSHOP

 The art of  music will be next approach to truth - revelation of  emerging beauty. 

 Art of  the painter and sculptor will follow later.

 A new world religion synthesising all faiths. Inter-faith dialogue is its seed.

 New modalities of  healing - light, colour, sound, frequencies. Esoteric healing.

 Restoration of  the Mysteries through externalisation of  the Masters’ ashrams.

 First decanate of  Aquarius under Saturn will be difficult, challenging and testing. 

 The First Initiation will be given exoterically by disciples of  The Christ. 

 Fear of  death will be eliminated by 2,100 AD.

 The deva and human kingdoms will draw much closer in conscious co-operation.

 There will be a Master in each of  the five planetary centres.

 Legislation for children by 2035 - Russia and USA.

 Last ditch fight against materialism. 

 Battle between strictly mental magicians and white magicians.

 A “beacon of  light” established next 500 years - sum total of  3rd degree initiates.

 Initiation of  the Christ and Buddha at the end of  the Age.

 Renaissance in last decanate Aquarius – 3557 AD to 4277 AD: Era of  Brotherly Love.

 Nations on the 4th ray will blossom – Brazil and Germany 



EXTERNALISED ASHRAMS

 Externalisation will bring increased stimulation which will necessarily affect disciples and aspirants.

 Will involve a period of  adjustment to this higher vibration. 

 Adjustment to increased livingness - facilitated by enunciation of  certain basic statements for guidance of  
disciples, aspirants and people of  goodwill. Externalised Ashrams will be active along four major lines: 

 1. Creating and vitalising the new world religion. 2. Gradual reorganising of  the social order—an order 
free from oppression, persecution of  minorities, materialism, pride. 3. Public inauguration of  initiation 
- growth and comprehension of  symbolism. 4. The exoteric training of  disciples and of  humanity in 
this new cycle.

 The material goal is the defeat of  totalitarianism - that evil process of  imposition of  ideas.

 Democratic and communist nations, churches everywhere.

 Defeat of  all that infringes human free will and which keeps humanity in ignorance.

 Totalitarianism - basis of  evil today - in all systems of  government, education, in the home, community. 

 Disciples must prepare men's minds to accept the fact that the reappearance of  the Christ is imminent. 

 Masters and Their groups of  disciples are actively working to bring order out of  chaos. 

 There IS a Plan - nothing can possibly arrest the working out of  that Plan. 

 Hierarchy stands - has stood for thousands of  years, expression of  the accumulated wisdom of  the ages. 



GENERAL EDUCATION

 World must prepare for renaissance of  all the arts, a new, free flow of  the creative spirit. 

 Steps educators take will determine nature of  coming civilisation.  

 Must lay emphasis upon great moments in history, wherein man's divinity flamed forth: 

 Historical subjects: Magna Charta. French Revolution - concepts of  liberty, equality and 
fraternity. American Bill of  Rights. Atlantic Charter and Four Freedoms.

 These concepts must govern the new age and its nascent civilization, its future culture. 

 Children must be taught significance of  these five great declarations, futility of  hate & war.

“I have noted the imminence of  the coming spiritual renaissance. To all of  these I would like to 
add that one of  our immediate educational objectives must be the elimination of  the competitive 
spirit and the substitution of  the cooperative consciousness”. (ENA74)

In our most recent Renaissance,

“In Europe we had educational attention concentrated upon a few privileged groups, giving 
them a carefully planned cultural training but teaching only the necessary rudiments of  learning 
to the masses.  This produced periodically such important epochs of  cultural expression as the 
Elizabethan period, the Renaissance, the poets and writers of  the Victorian era and the poets and 
musicians of  Germany, as well as the clusters of  artists whose memory is perpetuated in the Italian 
School, the Dutch and the Spanish groups.” (ENA79.)



SOUND.  COLOUR.  CHANTING.  MOVEMENT.
 When egoic ray is Ray of  Harmony, the fourth ray, the method will be along the line of  the inner realisation of  beauty 

and harmony.

 It causes the shattering of  the causal body by the knowledge of  Sound and Colour and the shattering effect of  Sound. 

 This process leads to the realisation of  the notes and tones of  the solar system, the note and tone of  individuals, and the 
endeavor to harmonise the egoic note with that of  others.  

 When the egoic note is sounded in harmony with other egos, the result is the shattering of  the causal body, dissociation 
from the lower and the attainment of  perfection.  I

 Its exponents develop along the line of  music, rhythm and painting. They withdraw within in order to comprehend 
the life side of  the form.  The outer manifestation of  that life side in the world is through that which we call art.  The 
great painters and the superlative musicians are in many cases reaching their goal that way.

 In time, the value of  the combination of  music, chanting, and rhythmic movement will be comprehended, and it will be 
utilised for the achieving of  certain results.  

 Groups of  people will gather together to study the creative effects, or the purificatory efficacy of  ordered sound 
joined to movement and unity.

 The constructive effect on the three bodies will be clairvoyantly studied; the eliminative effect on the matter of  those 
bodies will be schematically tabulated - knowledge gained will be applied to the improvement of  those bodies. 

 Music will be largely employed in construction, and in one hundred years from now it will be a feature in certain work 
of  a constructive nature.  The utilisation of  ordered sound to achieve certain ends.

 The stimulation of  music.  Certain sounds shatter and break.  Certain other sounds stimulate and attract. When the key 
of  a man's life is known, when the sound he responds to is recognised, then comes the possibility of  the utilisation
of  sound in refinement.  

 27 occult laws revealed after initiation - the basic laws of  color and of  music and rhythm.  When music produces warmth 
or stimulation, and when pictures, for instance, glow or reveal the subjective within the objective, then will this fourth 
Ray of  Harmony be coming to fruition. In music, fourth ray compositions are always full of  melody, and the fourth ray 
man loves a tune. 



FEAR OF DEATH WILL DISAPPEAR

 Before close of  next century [2100], death will be finally seen to be nonexistent.

 Continuity of  consciousness will be widely developed.

 Many of  the highest types of  humanity will function simultaneously in the two worlds.

 The old fear will go and intercourse between astral and physical planes will be so firmly 
established and scientifically controlled - that the work of  trance mediums will come to an end. 

 The reign of  fear of  death is well-near ended - we shall soon enter upon a period of  knowledge 
and of  certainty - which will eliminate all our fears.  

 In dealing with fear of  death, there is little to be done except to raise the whole subject onto a 
more scientific level, and—in this scientific sense—teach people to die.  

 Technique of  dying - has been lost in the West, almost lost in the East.

 Fear of  death and depression constitute for man the Dweller on the Threshold. 

 Hence this current period where the coronavirus threatens human mortality.

 These sentient reactions to psychological factors cannot be dealt with by the use of  courage.  
They must be met by the omniscience of  the soul, working through the mind. (TWM309.)



DEVA AND HUMAN KINGDOMS

 The deva and human evolution will in the next 500 years, become more conscious 
of  each other, will more freely co-operate.  

 With this growing consciousness will be found a seeking after methods of  
communication between human and deva. 

 When need of  communication for constructive ends is sincerely felt, then under 
judicious guidance of  Masters, certain old mantrams permitted.  

 Human-Deva action, interaction, reaction - will be closely studied and watched. It 
is hoped that the benefit to both groups will be mutual.  

 Human evolution should give strength to the deva, and the deva, joy to the 
human. Man should communicate to the devas the objective point of  view, while 
they in turn will pour in on him their healing magnetism.  

 Devas are the custodians of  prana, magnetism and vitality, just as man is the 
custodian of  the fifth principle, or manas. (LOM182)

 The eventual “marriage” between the human and deva kingdoms will occur in 
millions of  years during the sixth rootrace – the Divine Hermaphrodite.

 Findhorn and Perelandra are both communities where initial experiments 
between human and devas have taken place.



NEW WORLD RELIGION,  MASONRY & ESOTERIC GROUPS

 There will be three main groups for spiritual evolution in the Aquarian Renaissance.

 Masonry – 1st aspect. New World Religion – 2nd aspect. Esoteric education – 3rd aspect:

 1 Masonry you have the three paths leading to initiation. 

 2 In the Church, by whatever name it may be called.

 3 Esoteric group composed of  true spiritual esotericists found in all exoteric occult groups.

 When new universal religion and nature of  esotericism is understood, there will be utilisation of  the 

banded esoteric organisms, the Masonic organism and the Church organism as initiating centres.  

 These three groups converge as their inner sanctuaries are approached.  

 There is no dissociation between the One Universal Church, the sacred inner Lodge of  all true Masons, 

and the innermost circles of  the esoteric societies.  

 Three types of  men have their need met, three major rays are expressed and the three paths to the 

master are trodden, leading all three to the same portal and the same Hierophant.

The Masses  >>> The Intelligentsia

The Churches and religions  >>> The Esotericists, aspirants and occultists

The Esotericists, in their turn  >>> The Planetary Hierarchy



A GREAT STATION OF LIGHT ON EARTH

 The glory that can be seen faintly shining in humanity, and the dim 
light which flickers within the human form, must give place to the 
radiance which is the glory of  the developed son of  God. 

 Only a little effort is needed, and the demonstration of  a steady 
staying power, to enable those who are now on the physical plane of  
experience to evidence the radiant light, and to establish upon the 
earth a great station of  light which will illumine the whole of  
human thought.  

 Always there have been isolated light bearers, down the ages. Now 
the group light bearer will shortly be seen. Then shall we see the 
rest of  the human family (who respond not yet to the Christ 
impulse) having their progress facilitated towards the path of  
probation.  

 If  all the aspirants and disciples of  the world can submerge their 
personal interests in the task immediately ahead, we shall have the 
opening of  a great station of  light on earth, and the founding 
of  a power house which will greatly hasten the evolution and 
elevation of  humanity, and the unfoldment of  the human 
consciousness.



GLOBAL FINANCIAL SYSTEM
Gold > paper > credit cards > etheric-digital. Pluto, Saturn and Jupiter in Capricorn. Uranus in Taurus.

 Adepts - authorities upon modern financial matters - competently preparing to 
institute newer techniques of  financial interplay. Will supersede present methods. 

 Inaugurate a system of  barter and exchange - modern money is travestied symbol.

 Newer method - comprehensively human - will supersede big business. (EOH569)

 National currencies will be superseded by a system of  barter and a universal 
monetary exchange—representative of  the bartered goods when they are relatively 
small and unimportant—and by a planned scale of  related values. 

 National material assets, commodities - provided for under an entirely new system.

 “The golden eye of  Taurus points the way to those who likewise see. That which is 
gold will some day, too, respond, passing from East to West in that dire time when the 
urge to gather gold shall rule the lower half  (i.e., personality of  men and nations).

 The search for gold, the search for golden light divine, directs the Bull of  Life, the Bull 
of  Form. These two must meet; and meeting, clash. Thus vanishes the gold….”22

 “Uranus … the seventh ray works through this planet and is the embodiment of  the 
principle of  concretion and the materialising of  that which is in need of  objective 
manifestation, through the bringing together of  spirit and matter. 

 It is here that the whole mystery of  money lies hid and the creation and production of  
money … It is through the relation of  the three aspects of  the third divine 
manifestation—law, affinity and concretised energy—that money is created.”23

https://esotericastrologer.org/newsletters/taurus-2020-wesak-shamballa-ngws-pluto-jupiter-conjunctions-money-crisis-uranus-square-saturn/#footnote_21_56430
https://esotericastrologer.org/newsletters/taurus-2020-wesak-shamballa-ngws-pluto-jupiter-conjunctions-money-crisis-uranus-square-saturn/#footnote_22_56430


SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Science, technology, nuclear fusion, 
magnetism, electricity,  silent transport.

 Aquarius, ruled by Uranus the planet of  exoteric and esoteric science. 5th ray is only ray to pour 
through Aquarius. Combination will being amazing new developments in technology – of  which 
the past 50 years is only the beginning.

 At present, physical effects of  fission of  the atom and subsequent constructive use is the 
immediate problem before modern science.

 The fission of  the nucleus of  the atom is the outer demonstration that humanity has 
"encompassed" the divine Mind and can now move on to "encompass" the love or the attractive 
nature of  divinity.


